My Top 10 SCRIPTS
To Get Men To Do
Everything You Want!

Hey Lovely! I am so thrilled you
found me!
So many of my successful, highachieving private coaching clients
tell me - "Sami, I get the Diva &

Feminine Energy concepts you
teach, but I don’t have the WORDS
to express these concepts to
men…"
This is why I decided to gift you
this guide. It contains my favorite
10 scripts, taken directly from my
much-loved romantic
communication skills program –

‘Speak To His Heart.’
Before we get into the scripts, a quick introduction is in order. My
name is Sami Wunder, and I specialize in helping high-achieving
women crack the code to attracting and keeping amazing romantic
love with their dream man!
I am the CEO and Master Love Expert at samiwunder.com, which
today is a multi-7 figure brand, serving clients across 55 countries.
My mission on this planet is to help professional women see that they
don't have to CHOOSE between love and success – they get to have
both, they get to have it ALL!
I know my Soulmate-attraction and relationship-healing processes
WORK, as they've already helped over 250 of our clients get engaged
to the man of their dreams, and helped heal 300+ marriages that were
on the brink of breakdown, divorce, or had lost their mojo.
The BBC London hailed me as 'Get The Ring Coach' and the Business
Insider calls me the 'Relationship Guru' for the modern, high-achieving
woman. And while my work features frequently on Forbes, Time and
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Cosmopolitan magazines, I believe my biggest credentials lie in my
own personal story of transformation.
I went from being single, confused, struggling with, to completely
turning around my love life and getting engaged to my amazing
husband within 9 months of dating.
Today, 8 years into our marriage, I feel so utterly blessed to have
chosen Chris as my partner, my man, my lover, the father of my two
sweet boys. Our relationship is happy, healthy, HOT and, even when it
goes through its ups and down, we are always willing to learn and
stand together through it.

My love! It is amazing to have what I have... and it is my burning
mission to help other successful women have it all too – amazing
career success + hot romantic love!
Alright, enough said for now. Let’s have a great time learning my
favorite 10 scripts that you can use in dating and relationships, to
inspire men to treat you like a Queen!
All my love and thank you for being here!
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Magical Scripts
Magical scripts are done-for-you scripts (formulated expert sentences
by me, leading international love coach Sami Wunder) that respect a
woman’s honest and authentic expression of her needs and
expectations.
At the same time, the scripts never attack a man’s core sense of
worth.
They are high-vibing, energetically-elevated words that never come
from a place of fear or control, but from a place of worthiness.
The scripts also honor the differences between men’s and women’s
brains, when it comes to communication.
Enjoy using them and getting men to do what you want! ;)
You have SO MUCH POWER over men in romance.
I hope you enjoy experiencing it through these scripts.
We’re going to be looking at scripts for both single women and
women in relationships, side by side. There’s something to be learned
from them, for us all.
What’s amazing about these scripts is that you can rehearse and use
them again and again in most situations.
So you’re never going to feel tongue-tied when you encounter difficult
or surprising situations with men, ever again.
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For women who are dating:
As taught in my ‘Speak To His Heart’ advanced romantic
communication skills program, if you let a man know during early
dating that he should call / text / plan more dates, he will feel turned
OFF.
He will feel like you are too focused on him, and it will feel like
chasing. Your best bet in this scenario is to be warm and appreciative
when he does make those gestures. For example, if you don’t hear
from him often enough, when he DOES call or text, you can say:
Script #1: “Oh, look who is calling… you put a smile on my face this

morning…”

When on a real date with such a man, you can say:
Script #2: “I love how special you make me feel… it would feel so good

to connect more often this way… you make me so happy…”

For more details on when to speak up and when not to speak up
about wanting more intimacy, check out ‘Speak To His Heart’ by
clicking here.
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For Women In Relationships
Script #3 (Respectful Request): “Honey, I miss connecting with you. I

understand you have a lot on your plate, but I’d really appreciate if
you’d make some quality time for us. What do you think we can do
about this?”

In early dating (datee 1, 2 and 3) – paying is a NO GO!
When he asks you to contribute and split the bill on a date:
Script #4: Smile and say softly – “Ah... honestly… I love it when you

take care of me this way. It feels so romantic. I only do 50:50 with
friends.”
Dates 4-5 onwards:
When it comes to money, you can pick up something small like a
coffee, and make it special like a treat, to give the energy of flow.

Often, men are not looking for you to carry the burden financially, but
for generosity and recognition of their financial input. Just like you are,
too.
Script #5: “You’ve been so generous with spoiling me on all the dates.

I will get this coffee as a thank you. It is my treat.”

What this does is break the awkwardness and heaviness that highachieving women start to feel around receiving financially from men.
When you do something like this once in a blue moon, the man
registers it as a gift, and not as an expectation he can expect
regularly.
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Money scripts for relationships – When he asks you to split the bills
50:50:
Script #6: “Honey, thank you for putting forward your request.

I am confident you wouldn’t have asked this of me unless it was
absolutely necessary. Personally, I don’t want to do 50:50 in money. It
feels like friendship, not romance.
It feels so much better when the man I am with is the main provider,
and this is the model I want.
However, I am happy to contribute to ___________________. (describe
what kind of contribution feels good to you)

Will that be okay?”

Sex scripts for dating – When he tries for sex and it’s too soon for
you:
Script #7 (Respectful Request): “I feel flattered, but I like to take it slow

please… :)”
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Sex scripts in relationships – When you want more sex and intimacy
but he’s always busy or tired or not initiating:
Script #8 (Melting Chocolate): “Honey. I miss feeling physically close to
you.” (Smile, tilt your face sideways, lean back, look him in the eye,
give him a melty touch…)

Script #9: “Honey, I love you too much to argue with you this way.”
Script #10: “Honey let’s come back to this when we’re in a better

mood.”

Want 40 more done-for-you scripts + the expert romantic
communication skills and ‘WHY’ behind the scripts? As a new
member of my community, you can get the ‘Speak To His Heart’
advanced program today at a flat €200 OFF the standard
investment. Grab the one-time offer here.

If you'd like to explore how we can support you in attracting & keeping
a love better than your dreams, I invite you to book a confidential,
complimentary consultation call with my team here.
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